Abstract-In an H.264/AVC video encoder, integer motion estimation (IME) requires 74.29% computational complexity and 77.49% memory access and becomes the most critical component for low-power applications. According to our analysis, an optimal low-power IME engine should be a parallel hardware architecture supporting fast algorithms and efficient data reuse (DR). In this paper, a hardware-oriented fast algorithm is proposed with the intra-/inter-candidate DR considerations. In addition, based on the systolic array and 2-D adder tree architecture, a ladder-shaped search window data arrangement and an advanced searching flow are proposed to efficiently support inter-candidate DR and reduce latency cycles. According to the implementation results, 97% computational complexity is saved by the proposed fast algorithm. In addition, 77.6% memory bandwidth is further saved with the proposed DR techniques at architecture level. In the ultralow-power mode, the power consumption is 2.13 mW for real-time encoding CIF 30-fps videos at 13.5-MHz operating frequency.
H.264/AVC [1] can save 25%-45% and 50%-70% of bitrates compared with MPEG-4 Advanced Simple Profile (ASP) and MPEG-2, respectively [2] . Many new features [3] [4] [5] are used to achieve much better rate-distortion efficiency and subjective quality, but the high computational complexity is the penalty. According to the instruction profile, an H.264/AVC encoder requires 315 Giga-instructions per second (GIPS) computation and 471 Giga-bytes per second (GByte/s) memory access to encode a CIF 30-fps video [6] . Such high requirement of computational resources leads to high power consumption. For portable and wearable devices, in which the power resource is limited, low-power design techniques are essential. For a low-power H.264/AVC video encoder, the most critical component should be integer motion estimation (IME). The IME requires 74.29% (234 GIPS) computation and 77.49% (365 GByte/s) memory access requirement of the whole encoder [6] . Compared with the previous standards, the IME of H.264/AVC Manuscript received March 25, 2006 ; revised August 21, 2006 . This work was supported in part by the National Science Council, Taiwan, R.O.C., under Grant 95PFA0106257. This paper was recommended by Associate Editor C. N. Taylor.
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is almost ten times more complex than that in MPEG-4 [6] , [7] . This is caused by the new prediction tools of variable block sizes (VBS) and multiple reference frames (MRF).
In the IME algorithm, the current frame is partitioned into many macroblocks (MBs). For each current MB (CMB) in the current frame, one best matched block which is the most similar to this current MB is looked for within a search window (SW) of reference frame. The IME calculates the matching costs of candidates in SW, and the candidate with the smallest matching cost is the best match. The most common criterion of the matching cost is the sum of absolute differences (SADs) between current pixels of CMB and reference pixels of each candidate.
In a typical IME module, reference pixels of the SW are stored in local memories, and matching costs are calculated by parallel processing elements. The power consumption of the IME module mainly comes from two parts. The first one is the data access power to read reference pixels from local memories. The other is computational power to calculate matching costs with processing elements. Several techniques are used to reduce the power consumption. At the architecture level, because the reference pixels of neighboring candidates are considerably overlapped, the reference pixels read from local memories are stored in registers and reused by parallel processing elements. This is called the candidate-level data reuse (DR), and the data access power is reduced. At the algorithm level, fast algorithms are applied to reduce the computational complexity. Both the data access power and the computational power are thus saved.
For previous H.264/AVC IME designs, several hardware architectures were proposed to support a full search (FS), i.e., exhausted search, algorithm [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . They provide good candidate-level DR with regular searching flows, but the computational complexity is large because of the exhausted search. On the other hand, for the previous standards, several low-power IME architectures [13] [14] [15] with corresponding fast algorithms were designed. However, the functionalities of H.264/AVC are not supported. In addition, because the irregular searching flows of fast algorithms usually lead to poor inter-candidate DR, the power reduction at the algorithm level usually forms constraints for the power reduction at architecture level. Therefore, a new low-power IME architecture is urgently demanded for H.264/AVC encoders. Some advanced techniques are required to efficiently combine the inter-candidate DR with fast algorithms.
In this paper, a fast algorithm with several hardware considerations is proposed to support H.264/AVC IME. In addition, a parallel architecture is designed to support this fast algorithm with efficient inter-candidate DR. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the power reduction techniques are reviewed followed by problem definitions. In Section III, a hardware-oriented fast algorithm is proposed with the consideration of candidate-level DR. In Section IV, the corresponding architecture is designed with similar DR capability compared with FS IME architectures. The implementation results and comparisons are shown in Section V. Finally, Section VI presents the conclusion. Fig. 1 shows the typical hardware architecture of IME module. Three techniques are investigated to reduce the power consumption. The first technique is the MB-level DR. Because SWs of neighboring CMBs are considerably overlapped, the SW SRAMs are generally embedded as the cache memories. The reference pixels read from system memory can be stored and reused locally in the SW SRAMs in the IME module. The power consumption of system memory and system bus is thus saved. The second one is fast algorithms. This technique can reduce the searched candidate number or referred pixel number of each candidate. It can save both the computational power of the ME core and the data access power of the SW SRAMs. As for the third technique, because pixels of neighboring candidates are also overlapped, systolic register arrays with corresponding parallel ME core are designed to achieve the candidate-level DR. The reference pixels read from the SW SRAMs are shifted in the systolic array and reused by the ME core. The data access power of the SW SRAMs is further reduced with an additional power consumption of systolic register array. It is worth it because SRAMs usually consume much more power than register circuits.
II. FUNDAMENTAL AND PROBLEM DEFINITION

A. Power Reduction Techniques
For MB-level DR, four DR schemes indexed from level A to level D have been proposed with different tradeoffs between local memory size and system bus bandwidth [16] . Level A requires the smallest local memory size and the highest external bandwidth, while level D has the largest local memory size and the lowest external bandwidth. Furthermore, H.264/AVC supports multiple-reference-frame ME (MRF-ME), and the required system bandwidth is increased in proportion to the reference frame number. A single-reference-frame multiple current MB (SRMC) scheme has been proposed to further exploit the DR at the frame level [17] . These schemes are used to reduce the power consumption outside the IME module and are orthogonal to fast algorithms and candidate-level DR schemes. In this paper, we will focus on the low-power techniques within the IME module.
B. Problem Statements
The candidate-level DR is very important for low-power IME module. A key factor is to efficiently combine IME algorithms and parallel hardware architectures. In the following, the concepts of candidate-level DR will first be described based on the FS (exhausted search) algorithm. Two categories of candidate-level DR schemes will be introduced. Then, we will state the cooperative problems between fast algorithms and parallel hardwares in terms of candidate-level DR.
In parallel architectures, two kinds of candidate-level DR schemes are generally used with the FS algorithm. First, all distortion costs (SADs) of the smallest 4 4 blocks are computed first. The costs of larger block sizes are calculated online by summing up the corresponding 4 4 costs [9] [10] [11] , [18] . This reuse scheme is called intra-candidate DR. Furthermore, the search pattern to support the FS algorithm is regular. The reference pixels can be easily reused by neighboring candidates [9] [10] [11] , which is called inter-candidate DR scheme.
Traditional fast algorithms such as three step search (3SS) [19] , four step search (4SS) [20] , and diamond search (DS) [21] are developed for fixed block size. They cannot efficiently support variable block size ME (VBS-ME) for H.264/AVC. For VBS-ME, the matching costs of 41 blocks may saturate in different directions. In order to maintain the performance of VBS-ME, the searching algorithm is repeated 41 times for different block sizes. Because the variable blocks can form seven 16 16 blocks, approximately seven times the computational complexity is required compared with the previous standards. In addition, the hardware architecture for these fast algorithms [13] [14] [15] can not support inter-candidate DR as efficiently as the architectures for the FS algorithm. The candidates in 3SS are far from each other. The pattern with diagonal direction in DS make the inter-candidate DR inefficient. In addition, the irregular and sequential searching path in DS and FSS also lead to a poorer DR rate, which will be described more in Section IV-A.
Several new fast algorithms for VBS-ME have been proposed in recent years. In [22] , Chan et al. proposed a top-down procedure to process the largest 16 16 block first. Then, the remaining blocks are processed if needed. In [23] , a bottom-up approach starting from the smallest 4 4 blocks was suggested by Rhee et al. By combining the above two ideas, Zhou et al. proposed a merge-and-split scheme in [24] . These algorithms are all performed sequentially with predefined criteria, and the computation can be reduced by the early termination. However, for hardware implementation, the irregular flows result in complex control circuits. The sequential procedures of variable blocks restrict the intra-candidate DR scheme.
In summary, a new parallel IME architecture with hardware-oriented fast algorithm is urgently needed in H.264/AVC systems for portable devices. The fast algorithm should not only reduce the computational complexity but also consider the DR capability for hardware implementation. In addition, advanced techniques at the architecture level should also be utilized to enable the parallel processing for sequential and 
III. PROPOSED HARDWARE-ORIENTED FAST ALGORITHM
Here, a hardware-oriented fast algorithm is proposed for H.264/AVC IME. Both the inter-candidate and intra-candidate DR schemes are considered. In addition, the content adaptivity is applied to achieve good tradeoff between compression performance and computational complexity.
A. DR and Content Adaptation
The DR concept is very important for a hardware-oriented fast algorithm. Two candidate-level DR schemes are considered. First, in order to achieve efficient inter-candidate DR, a rectangular search pattern, just like FS, is a better choice. Therefore, the 4SS is chosen as the base of our fast algorithm. Fig. 2 shows the searching flow of 4SS. In the initialization state, 3 3 candidates with steps of two pixels are searched. In the searching state, the search pattern moves according to the best match of the previous iteration. Finally, if the best matched candidate is the central point, the refinement is performed around the neighboring eight candidates.
Besides the inter-candidate DR, the intra-candidate DR is also utilized. In the previous works, the 4SS searching flow may repeat 41 times for 41 variable blocks. In our algorithm, the 4SS searching flow is performed only for 16 16 block. All costs of variable blocks are generated online within the 16 16 block. The moving flow follows the minimum cost of the 16 16 block. The intra-candidate DR applied in 4SS is called parallel-VBS 4SS.
However, when multiple objects move along different directions, the parallel-VBS strategy cannot accurately trace the motion vectors (MVs) of smaller blocks and may lead to some quality drop. Fig. 3 shows an example. In this scene, the moon is still, and the cloud is moving. It is hard to trace the best match of 16 8 partitions because the searching flow will be trapped in a local minimum of 16 16 block. In order to provide a robust coding efficiency for VBS-ME, more candidates should be searched in this situation. The neighboring motion activities can be exploited to achieve a good tradeoff between the compression performance and the number of searched candidates. The MV predictor (MVP) shown in Fig. 4(a) is generally used as the initial search center to utilize the spatial correlation between neighboring MBs. The MVP is the median of left, up, and up-right blocks' MVs. If these neighboring MVs are quite different, there should be several objects moving toward different directions. In this situation, more initial points are generated according to these MVs. In this way, the different objects can be accurately traced. In general, when the motion activity is more complex, we should search more candidates to avoid the quality drop.
B. Procedure of Content-Adaptive Parallel-VBS 4SS
Based on these concepts, the content-adaptive parallel-VBS 4SS algorithm is proposed as shown in Fig. 5 . At first, the MVs of the neighboring blocks, , , and in Fig. 4(a) , are exploited to generate the multiple initial search centers. As Fig. 4(b) shows, except for MVP, there will be four additional initial search centers, and these search centers form a window. Four boundaries of this window are calculated as follows:
Next, the number of the initial search centers will be adjusted according to the motion activity. If the horizontal components of MVs are similar, that means only vertical motion is involved, and vice versa. Therefore, the expended initial search centers can be shrunk according to the following conditions:
Because background with zero motion usually occurs, we always need to add the origin as another initial search center. In the case that both conditions are satisfied, only the MVP and origin are set as the initial search centers. Finally, the 4SS performs several times according to the number of selected initial search centers. All costs of VBS are calculated in parallel with intra-candidate DR. The 41 best integer MVs are generated after all iterations are finished. Note that the two parameters of and are decided empirically and are varied with the different video specifications.
In summary, the content-adaptive parallel-VBS 4SS algorithm is proposed for the low-power hardwired IME engine. 4SS having the rectangular search pattern is suitable for hardware to reuse reference pixels between adjacent candidates. The memory accessing power can be greatly reduced with this inter-candidate DR. The parallel-VBS 4SS processes variable blocks simultaneously with 16 16-block 4SS to reuse 4 4 costs for larger blocks. Both the memory accessing power and computational power can be saved with this intra-candidate DR. In addition, fast algorithms usually have considerable quality drop when the searching process is trapped in the local minimum. The quality drop can be compensated with more initial candidates, which greatly increases the computation complexity. The content adaptivity that adjusts the number of initial candidates according to the neighboring motion activity is applied to achieve a good tradeoff between compression performance and computation complexity. The simulation results will be shown in Section V. 
IV. ARCHITECTURE DESIGN
Here, a parallel architecture is designed to support the proposed content-adaptive parallel-VBS 4SS algorithm. The 2-D adder tree architecture is used to support the intra-candidate DR. The ladder-shaped SW data arrangement and the advanced searching flow are proposed to achieve efficient intercandidate DR.
A. Parallel Hardware With Inter-Candidate Data Reuse
Most of the previous IME architectures supporting fast algorithms have poor inter-candidate DR. Here are two examples that support the 4SS algorithm. For simplification, the interval of the square pattern in 4SS is defined as one pixel in this section. Fig. 6(a) shows the "2-D SAD Tree" architecture [11] that supports both FS and 4SS. The CMB is stored in "16 16 Cur-Pel Buffer." A row of 16 reference pixels is input and shifted downward in "16 16 Ref-Pel Systolic Array" in each cycle. In this way, the inter-candidate DR can be achieved between vertically adjacent candidates. Residues are generated in "256-PE Array" and then summed up by "2-D SAD Tree." For the FS algorithm, after the latency of 15 cycles, this architecture can process one candidate for each cycle, and each candidate requires 16 reference pixels read from memories in average. For the 4SS algorithm, the reference pixels can be reused only for vertically adjacent candidates, which is shown in Fig. 6(b) . For the horizontally adjacent candidates marked by "X," each of them requires 256 reference pixels and 16 cycles. Therefore, pixels are required for the 11 gray candidates in Fig. 6(b) . On average, 169 reference pixels are required for each candidate. In addition, the hardware utilization and throughput largely decrease for the latency cycles. Fig. 7(a) shows the "Parallel 1-D Tree" architecture that is also developed for FS [25] and 4SS [15] algorithms. Eighteen reference pixels and 16 CMB pixels are broadcast to the three "1-D 16 PE Arrays." Sixteen cycles are required to process three horizontally adjacent candidates in parallel. For the FS algorithm, the reference pixels can be reused by the three horizontal candidates, and 96 (18 16/3) pixels are required for each candidate. For the 4SS algorithm, there is a DR problem for vertically adjacent candidates, as shown in Fig. 7(b) . [25] and 4SS [15] . (b) DR problem for 4SS. pixels are required for 11 gray candidates. In average, 169 reference pixels are required for each candidate.
B. Proposed Techniques for Inter-Candidate DR
We start from the "2-D Adder Tree" rather than the "Parallel 1-D Tree" as the basic architecture. Three reasons are stated as follows. First, because of the systolic array structure with larger degrees of parallelism, the "2-D Adder Tree" architecture potentially has better DR capability. Second, the "1-D Tree" architecture usually co-works with the partial distortion elimination (PDE) algorithm [26] that can terminate the unnecessary computation by comparing the partial and minimum SAD costs. However, to support the intra-candidate DR, the costs of 4 4 blocks are reused for the larger blocks. The PDE cannot be efficiently applied in this situation. Third, the "2-D Adder Tree" architecture can support intra-candidate DR without partial SAD registers [10] . This hardware overhead is largely required by the "Parallel 1-D Tree."
As for the inter-candidate DR problem to support fast algorithms, it mainly comes from the access restriction in SW SRAMs. Fig. 8(a) shows the physical location of the reference pixels in SW. In tradition, the horizontally adjacent pixels are interleavingly arranged in different SW SRAMs. As shown in Fig. 8(b) , the first column of reference pixels is placed in the memory "M1." The second column is placed in the memory "M2," and so on. If there are eight memories, the ninth column is placed in the following entries after the first column in the memory "M1." In this way, a row of reference pixels, as "A5-H5" in Fig. 8(b) , can be read in parallel. However, a column of reference pixels, as "C1-C8" in Fig. 8(b) , cannot be accessed in parallel. It is defined as the 1-D random access.
The ladder-shaped SW data arrangement is proposed to support the 2-D random access. As shown in Fig. 8(c) , the second, third, fourth, and the following rows are rotated rightward by one, two, three, and the remaining pixels. In this way, the reference pixels of "A5-H5" and "C1-C8" are both arranged in different memories. Both the horizontally and vertically adjacent reference pixels can be accessed in parallel, which is the 2-D random access. For the FS algorithm, because the searching flow is regular, the 1-D random access can efficiently support inter-candidate DR. However, for fast algorithms, the search pattern can move with various directions, and the 1-D access is not enough. With the ladder-shaped SW data arrangement, both the horizontally and vertically adjacent reference pixels can be read in parallel.
To support inter-candidate DR with 2-D random access, the "16 16 Ref-pel Systolic Array" in Fig. 6(a) is designed with four configurations: up-shift, down-shift, left-shift, and right-shift by one pixel. In addition, there are 16 memories, and each memory has 8-b output bit-width. The reference pixels are placed in these memories with ladder-shaped SW data arrangement. Fig. 9 shows an example of 4SS searching flow. The dotted line represents the basic flow. In Step-2, the systolic array is configured as an up-shift configuration. The corresponding rows of reference pixels are read, and totally cycles are required. In
Step-3, the systolic array is firstly set as an up-shift configuration, and the reference pixels are read row by row, just like for Step-2. After 18 cycles, the systolic array is changed to a left-shift configuration. The corresponding two columns of reference pixels are read in the next two cycles, and two horizontally adjacent candidates can be immediately processed. Totally cycles are required for Step-3. In Step-4, the inter-candidate DR can be achieved with a right-shift configuration. cycles are required.
Although the inter-candidate DR can be achieved in both the horizontal and vertical directions, the DR rate and hardware utilization are still limited by the long latency cycles in the start of each step. Therefore, the advanced searching flow is proposed as the solid line in Fig. 9 . The concept is stated as follows. Because the inter-candidate DR can be supported for any pairs of adjacent candidates, we just try to string up all required candidates. Different from the previous fast algorithms that will skip the searched candidates as many as possible, we utilize this redundant computation to tightly connect the searching flow of each step. Though the bubble cycles will occur, the long latency cycles can be eliminated. After Step-1 in Fig. 9 , the reusable data are stored in "16 16 Ref-pel Systolic Array." We use two bubble cycles to load two additional columns of reference pixels, and Step-2 can be immediately processed in the third cycle. The systolic array is first set as right-shift configuration for three cycles and then changed to up-shift configuration for two cycles. Similarly, after Step-2, one bubble cycle is used to load one row of reference pixels, and Step-3 can be immediately processed afterward. The systolic array is set as down-shift for one cycle, right-shift for one cycle, up-shift for two cycles, and left-shift for two cycles. In this example, cycles in total are required for the advanced flow, while cycles are required for the basic flow. Fig. 10 shows the block diagram of the proposed architecture. The data path is very similar to Fig. 6(a) except that the systolic array has four configurations. As for the control part, in order to support the 2-D random access and the advanced searching flow, a ROM-based 4SS control core is designed. The "Moving Direction ROM" can output the moving direction according to three parameters-the end-point (EP) and minimum-point (MP) of the previous step, and the moved-number (MN) of the current step. Taking Step-2 in Fig. 9 as an example, the EP of the previous step is the bottom-left point, and the MP is the right point. When
C. Architecture Design With ROM-Based Control Core
Step-2 begins to be processed, the "Step Counter" is reset to zero and then counts up by one every cycle. With the increase of the MN, the ROM will sequentially output signals as right, right, right, up, and up. Then, the address generator and the systolic array operate according to the moving directions. The EP can have four cases of left-top, left-bottom, right-top, and right-bottom. The MP can be one of the eight candidates in the 3 3 square search pattern except for the center. The maximum number of MN is eight in the case, for example, when EP is in the left-bottom point and the MP is in the right-top point.
The ROM size is , which are the maximum numbers of EP, MP, and MN, respectively.
V. SIMULATION AND IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS
A. Performance of the Proposed Hardware Oriented Fast Algorithm
The proposed algorithm is implemented by modifying the JM8.2 encoder. Table I summarizes the reduction in computational complexity. Although VBS-ME with the FS algorithm can achieve the highest compression performance, the required computational complexity is too high even with the intra-candidate DR strategy. Fast algorithms are essential for resource-constrained mobile devices, and 4SS is chosen for its potential of inter-candidate DR in hardware implementation. The "sequential-VBS 4SS," which sequentially processes the 41 variable blocks, limits the computational saving. The "single-iteration parallel-VBS 4SS" performs 4SS on the 16 16 block and generates the costs of smaller blocks in parallel. Because of intra-candidate DR, the computational complexity is reduced to about 1/7, but a considerable quality drop is induced especially for the sequences with a complex motion activity. The proposed "multi-iteration parallel-VBS 4SS" extracting more initial search centers can both maintain the VBS performance and achieve parallel processing for variable blocks. After the technique of content adaptivity is included, a good tradeoff between computation reduction and compression performance can be achieved. Note that the parameters of and are decided empirically according to the software simulations and are both set to two pixels for CIF specifications. Fig. 11 Comparisons of the rate-distortion efficiency between FS and fast algorithms. Fig. 11 shows the rate distortion efficiencies of the FS, proposed "content adaptive parallel-VBS 4SS," and "singleiteration parallel-VBS 4SS" algorithms. The proposed algorithm is robust even for the video with a high motion activity (stefan).
B. Performance of the Proposed Architecture for Inter-Candidate DR
One redundancy access (RA) factor can be used to evaluate the performance of DR and is defined as follows:
Number of ref-pels read from SW SRAM minimum requirement
The minimum requirement, or minimum number of required reference pixels, is the pixel number of the union of all searched candidates. For one candidate, the minimum requirement is 256 pixels. For two horizontally or vertically adjacent candidates, the minimum requirement is pixels. If the RA factor is two, this means the number of read pixels is twice the minimum requirement. Note that the searching flow and the search pattern shown in Fig. 9 are used as the model for the following comparison. The minimum required reference pixels in this case are 395 pixels for the 20 searched candidates. The comparison is shown in Table II . In general, the "2-D Tree" architecture has better DR efficiency than the "Parallel 1-D Tree" archi- After the 2-D random access and the advanced searching flow are applied, 77.6% (1-1.54/6.86) bandwidth and power of SW SRAMs are saved for the "2-D Tree" architecture.
C. Implementation Results
The proposed IME architecture is implemented on a 3.42-mm die with TSMC 0.18-1P6M technology. Fig. 12 shows the chip photograph, and the detailed chip features are listed in Table III . The total logic gate count is 131.2 K with 64-kb SRAMs. The maximum operating frequency is 40 MHz. This design can support real-time encoding CIF 30-fps videos with three modes, and the SRs are 32 pixel horizontally and 16 pixel vertically. In high-quality mode, the coding parameter is the proposed content-adaptive parallel-VBS 4SS algorithm with two reference frames. In this mode, the SW SRAMs are configured as level-C MB-level DR scheme [29] . In low-power mode, the coding parameter is the content-adaptive parallel-VBS 4SS with one reference frame. Since only one SW is required in this mode, the SW SRAMs are configured as the level-D MB-level DR scheme [29] to achieve the minimum system bandwidth for the lower power consumption of the whole system. In ultralow-power mode, the single-iteration parallel-VBS 4SS algorithm is used. This means that only the MVP is used as the initial search center. The operation frequency is 27 MHz with 1.8-V supply voltage for the high-quality mode and 13.5 MHz with 1.3 V for the remaining two modes. Fig. 13 shows the measured power consumption of this chip. Because the average computational complexity is generally lower than the worst case, the operating frequency is decided according to the worst case. The gated clock technique is implemented to turn the inoperative circuits off when IME sleeps. In addition, in the low-power and ultralow-power modes, the computational complexity is reduced, and so is the operating frequency. When the operating frequency is 13.5 MHz, the voltage scaling-down technique can be used to further reduce the power consumption. For real-time encoding CIF 30-fps videos, in high-quality mode, the power consumption is 16.72 mW with a similar compression performance compared with the FS algorithm. In the ultralow-power mode, the power consumption can be as small as 2.13 mW.
The comparison with the previous methods are listed in Table IV . Because they are all designed for the previous standards, where VBS and MRF are not supported, the parameter of our design is set as the single-iteration 4SS with one reference frame. Since different processes and supply voltages are used, we normalize the power data according to the supply voltage and the dimension for the comparison. Chao's and J.M's designs use the 1-D tree architecture without any inter-candidate DR. Huang's design uses the global elimination fast algorithm with global search pattern and has related high computation complexity. Therefore, these three designs require higher power consumption. As for Lin's design, it uses the parallel 1-D tree architecture supporting the inter-candidate DR among horizontally adjacent candidates. The proposed architecture with the 2-D tree architecture supports the inter-candidate DR for both horizontally and vertically adjacent candidates. It can reuse data in the most efficient way and therefore has the lowest power consumption.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a parallel architecture with efficient DR techniques and a hardware-oriented algorithm is proposed for lowpower H.264/AVC IME. According to our analysis, the power consumption of IME module mainly comes from two parts: the data access power and the computational power. A contentadaptive parallel-VBS 4SS algorithm is first designed with the inter-/intra-candidate DR capability for hardware implementation, and 97% computational complexity is saved. Then, based on the systolic array and 2-D adder tree architecture, a ladder- shaped SW data arrangement and advanced searching flow are applied to support inter-candidate DR and to reduce the latency cycles. Memory bandwidth is reduced by 77.6%. According to the implementation results, the power consumption is 2.13 mW for real-time encoding CIF 30-fps videos at 13.5-MHz operating frequency.
